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1  Fillip the blanks/Define (10 x 1 =10)

. Is a special arrangement of gear to permit one of the rear wheels of the u-

^Fi
actor to rotate slower or faster than the other.

Field capacity
3. Jilt angle

\,^l^dbrdpressibn ratio
5. Dead furrow

6. Piston displacement
KAMCO power tillers are manufactured in Kerala by v.-

8. Combine harvesters are machines which can do and
C  simultaneously.

9. wheels are attached to tractors for ploughing wet lands for paddy ^
" ivation.5^

engines the air-fuel mixture is ignited by a" spark.

II \^te short notes ANY FIVE (5x2=10)

vC Differentiate between Otto cycle and Diesel cycle.
^2. How does splash system of lubrication work in an I.C engine?
3. Drag harrow

\^i^^alve operating mechanism
5. Define stroke bore ratio, swept volume and compression ratio. - '

\„^e^Vhat is a dynamometer? What are the different types of dynamometers available?^
7. Calculate the BHP of a 4 stroke, 4 cylinder IC engine with a cylinder bore of 12.5 rm,

stroke length 15cm, aankshaft speed 1000 rpm, PHP 30 and mean effective pressure
7 kg/cm^

in. Explain ANY FIVE of the following (5x4 =20)

l.^^tate different types of mould board with neat sketch. Explain where each one is used. \— '
V2f^xplain different types of secondary tillage implements.
3.^Vhat is a seed driU? Explain the different types of seed metering mprhanisms available. "

v#4fwhat is a duster? Explain the different types of dusters available \
5. Write short notes on position control, draft control and mixed control in hydraulic control

system.

is three point linkage? What are its advantages?
is the purpose of lubrication in an engine? What are the different types of lubricants?

State the qualities of a good lubricant. \
rV. Write ̂ssay on ANY ONE (1 x 10=10)
^  . . ..

Write about the different sources of energy available on farm. Discuss about status of farm
med^anization in Kerala.

V 2^^Ji^^t are the factors to be considered in estimating the Cost of operation of a tractor? Find
the cost of using a tractor per hp-hour when the cost of a 35 H P Diesel tractor is'

Rs.155000/-, life of tractor is 10 years, rate of interest is 12% and working houis per year

are 1000 hours.
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